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Andrea,
I am just reading through the submissions in relation to the issues paper and feel compelled to
point out an issue that is factually incorrect.
Whilst I am aware that the time frame has passed for submission I felt it necessary to correct
this error and bring this to your attention in relation to the tight radius sinks and the unfounded
and ill-informed statements being made.
Several submissions have asserted that Tasman Sinkware in fact import their own tight radius
pressed sinks and therefore this is proof that these products do not compete with other pressed
bowl products in the market.
Whilst historically correct that we did import a range of tight radius pressed bowls (referred to as
our commercial Sonetto range – this is different to the fabricated Sonetto sink) this was done to
enable us to price compete with dumped product.
Since the instigation of the ADC investigation and publishing of the PAD we have removed this
product from our range, not placed an order with our supplier since 20-May-2014 (copy of last
PO is attached) and ceased supplying and quoting this product to our customers. This has been
consistent with our corporate strategy since the commencement of the investigation where we:
· no longer import Genesis & Elan (pressed entry level Good sinks) – replaced with the
newly created locally manufactured Endeavour product range;
· no longer import C610 Laundry tub (pressed entry level commercial product) – replaced
with the newly created locally manufactured C-Tub product range;
· no longer import commercial Sonetto (pressed tight radius commercial product) –
removed from product range and substituted with other product sales
I apologise for the breach of submission deadline and have specifically refrained from addressing
any other points in the exporter/importer submissions but felt that the Commission needed to
be correctly informed about the misleading and out of date market intelligence provided. I have
done this as we have not had a chance to meet since the publishing of the initial PAD and the
statements being submitted do no align with our current activities and strategies being
undertaken in the market as a consequence of the investigation. Tasman Sinkware has now
positioned itself so that we no longer sell any product that is subject to AD duties (refer to the
attachment of a recent letter circulated to all our customers which was sent to reaffirm this
stance).
If you would like to discuss this matter further please feel free to give me a call.
Michael Watters | Commercial Manager
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